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About this document
1.1

Symbols
Danger hazard severity panels indicate a high level of risk that
can result in serious injury or death. The signal word "Danger" is
to be limited to the most extreme situation. Danger panels are
not to be used for property damage hazards unless personal
injury risk appropriate to this level is also involved.
Warning hazard severity panels indicate a moderate level of risk
that if ignored, could result in death or serious injury. Warning
panels should not be used for property damage unless
personal injury risk appropriate to this level is also involved.

Caution hazard severity panels indicate a low level of risk that if
not avoided, minor or moderate injury could result. Caution
panels without the alert symbol may be used to alert against
unsafe practices that can result in property damage only.
Notice severity panels are used to address practices not related
to personal injury. The alert symbol is never used with Notice
panels. As an alternative to the signal "Notice", the word
"Caution" without the alert symbol may be used to indicate a
message not related to personal injury.

1.2

Type of Information Symbols

Permitted

Preferred

Forbidden

Tip or note
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Introduction
2.1

About the Device

The KUF810 insertion type ultrasonic flowmeter incorporates the latest measurement technologies. The
hardware features the ease of operation, high accuracy and outstanding reliability, while the software provides
a very user friendly interface and comprehensive functions. It employs patented low voltage multi-pulse
excitation circuits which enhance the susceptibility magnificently so that the device will work reliable even
under demanding industrial environments.

2.2

Principle of Measurement

The KUF810 ultrasonic flow is designed to measure the fluid velocity of liquid within a closed conduit. The
transducers are a non-contacting, clamp-on type, which will provide benefits of non-fouling operation and easy
installation.
This transit time flowmeter utilizes two transducers function as both ultrasonic transmitter and receiver. The
transducers are clamped on the outside of a closed pipe at a controlled distance from each other. The
transducers can be mounted in V pattern where the sound transverses the pipe twice, W pattern where the
sound transverses the pipe four times, or in Z pattern where the transducers are mounted on opposite sides of
the pipe and the sound crosses the pipe only once. The selection of mounting pattern depends on pipe, liquid
characteristics and actual field installation condition. The flowmeter operates by alternately transmitting and
receiving a frequency which is modulated from bursting of sound energy between the two transducers. The
difference in the transit time is directly correlated to the velocity of the liquid flow in the pipe, as shown in Figure
1.

Figure 1 Principle of ultrasonic flow measurement
Where
θ
M
D
Tup
Tdown
△T

is the inner angle to the flow direction
is the travel times of the ultrasonic beam
is the pipe diameter
is the time for the beam from upstream transducer to the downstream one
is the time for the beam from downstream transducer to the upstream one
=Tup – Tdown
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2.3

Features and Application

Technology features:
•
•
•
•

Operating power supply: AC 85-264V or DC 8-36 V DC. Battery power as option.
Repeatability: better than 0.2%.
Accuracy: better than 1%.
Signal output:
1x isolated RS-485 output with Modbus protocol
1x isolated 4-20 mA or 0-20 mA output (active type)
1x OCT output (programmable pulse width between 6 to1000ms, default value 200ms)
1x isolated relay output, with mapping to positive, negative, net accumulation pulses
and
alarm signals

•

Signal input:

•
•
•
•

pressure,

2x 3-wire PT100 input, for heat meter application
3x 4-20mA input (optional) with accuracy: 0.1%, has the ability to input the signals of
level, temperature and so on.

Display:
Keypad:
Protection level:
Construction:

2x20 backlit LCD with character display
4x4 tactile keypad
IP67 for transmitter and IP68 for transducer
Insertion type transducer

Optional Accessories:
•
•
•
•

Clamp-on transducer (standard S1 style, standard M1 style, high temperature S1H, high temperature M1H).
In-line type transducer (hygienic style, Π style, standard style).
Special shielded twisted pair cable.
Installation straps (for installation of transducers on cast iron, GRP, PVC, etc. which cannot be welded
directly).
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Dimensions and wiring diagram

After wires being connected, tighten up the cable gland on the wiring entry to prevent water leakage.

3.1

Dimension of Transmitter and Transducer

Transmitter:

Transducer:

Note:
Length of A:
Standard Insertion type B: A=170 mm
Standard Insertion type C: A=220 mm
Concrete Insertion type B: A=310 mm
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3.2

Wiring diagram for ultrasonic transducer

3.3

Wiring diagram for transmitter
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Installation
4.1

Unpack Checking

Check whether all parts are complying with packing list and if any damage to the enclosure during
transportation?
If anything is missing or misplaced, please contact customer service.

4.2

Power Supply and Cable Set

Directly connect 85~230V AC line to device’s DC power supply terminal will destroy the device!
Transducers’ signal cable set is made of special shielded twisted pairing cable. So the special factory signal cable
is the mandatory for operate the device with specified performance. If application requires using cable other
than factory cable set, please consult the manufacturer before commissioning.

4.3
4.3.1

Required Installation Condition

Installation Location

The first step in the installation process is to select proper location in order to obtain measurement with better
accuracy.
A proper location can be defined as a straight pipe length full of liquid; the piping can be in vertical or
horizontal position.

Upstream transducer should be installed at the place where the upstream straight pipe is at least 10D and the
downstream pipe length is at least 5D
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Avoid to install the transducer on the highest point of pipe system or vertical pipe with free exit (flow down).

For the opened pipe or half full pipe, the transducers should be installed on the bottom of U shape pipe.

Pay more attention to the pipe scaling in inner pipe wall, do best to choose the pipe without scaling to install,
if it is impossible, consider the scaling as liner to achieve better accuracy.

Transducers must be installed in horizontal direction parallel to pipe axis plane, within ±45° of axis line
horizontal plane, to prevent bubbles, partially filled pipe, or sediment in bottom of the pipe to influence
measurement performance. If there is space limitation situation in which transducers could not be installed in
horizontal symmetry, install the transducers vertically however ensure the pipe is full in operation condition.
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4.3.2

Requirements of Instrument Chamber

If the meter needs to be installed in instrument chamber, the chamber should provide enough room for
transducer installation.

Inside the chamber, distance from pipe wall to chamber wall should be controlled over 600 mm, the wall-to-wall
distance of the chamber should be at least (D+600*2) mm, this distance should be more than (D+700*2) mm for
cement pip. The axial length of the chamber L should be more than D+1200 mm. It is better to install transducers
within the range of +/-45° of horizontal position of pipe axis.

4.4

Insertion Type Transducer Installation

The new KUF810 series insertion type transducer can be installed directly on carbon steel or stainless steel pipe
by welding; for pipes material like cast iron, glass fiber reinforced plastic, PVC and cement which cannot be
welded directly, special tapping or clamping fitting should be used for installation.
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4.4.1

Insertion B type

Insertion C type (for cement pipe )

Suitable pipe diameter

Above DN80 mm

Above DN80 mm

Installation room

≥600mm

≥700 mm

Fluid temperature

-40 ℃~160 ℃

-40 ℃~160 ℃

Transducer material

316L stainless steel

316L stainless steel

Positioning Mounting Points

The installation space L (L=inside diameter-9.113 mm) should be controlled when install the transducers, the
installation space L is the distance between the centers of the two transducers horizontally.
Simple way to control the installation space is using positioning paper for easy positioning:
•

Making positioning paper:
Cut a 4 x D (D refers to the pipe inner diameter) in length and 200 mm (or 1 x D) in width rectangular paper,
and draw a line at 100 mm from the length edge;

•

Wrap the fixed position paper on the cleaned outside surface of the pipe, making sure that the paper edges
are overlapping and aligned and the drawn line drawn is in parallel with the pipe axis;

•

Extend the horizontal line to the pipe on surface, the crossing point A from this horizontal line to the vertical
positioning paper edge is one of the transducer mounting point.

•

Starting from point A and along the edge of the positioning paper, measure half of the pipe perimeter
and the cross point is C; then draw a line at C to be parallel to the axis;
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•

Removing the positioning paper and starting from C, the installation space L should be measured along
the line, draw on the pipe, the point is B. A and B are the points where the transducers are to be installed.

4.4.2

Install Fittings with Ball Valves

For pipes that can be welded (such as steel and stainless steel, etc.), weld the fitting on the pipe. Before welding,
the rust and paint on the section where the transducers should be cleaned up.
For pipes with material cannot be welded, special clamps or pipe tapping should be used to install the
transducer fittings with ball valves.

4.4.3

Installing Transducers

Mount the transducer installation adaptor on ball valve, and mount the transducer on the installation adaptor.
Turn the valve to the open position, turn the transducer body to insert the transducer into the pipe. Control the
proper insertion depth, and tighten up the locknut to fix the transducer on the pipe. Connect the signal cable.
① Transducer
② Ball valve nipple
③ Ball valve
④G1/2 Thread adaptor
⑤ Locknut
⑥ Transducer cap
⑦ Signal cable

4.4.4

Insertion Depth Control

Insertion style transducer is made of precisely casted stainless steel. During the installation, as the transducer's
length A and the pipe wall's thickness B are known factor, the length of transducer left outside the pipe can be
measured, the length of the inner part of the transducer C should be calculated and controlled to be 0 after the
installation.
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Display and Operation
5.1

Key Function

The keypad for the operation of the flowmeter has 16+2 keys,
•
•

Keys 0 ~ 9 and · are keys for number entry.
Key ▲/+ is the UP Key, when the user wants to go to the upper
menu window. It also works as + key when enter numbers.

•

Key ▼/- is the DOWN key, when the user wants to go down-side
menu window. It also works as the ‘- ‘key when enter numbers.

•

Key

is backspace key, when the user wants go left or wants

backspace to the left character.
•
•

Key ENT is the ENTER key for any enter or selections.
Key MENU is the key for the direct menu window access. Whenever
the user wants to proceed to certain menu window, the user can
press this key followed by 2-digit menu number for quick access.

5.2

Flow rate/flow

Detailed Information of Menu

00

Display instant flow rate/net totalizer; adjust the units in M30-M32.

01

Display instant flow rate/instant flow velocity; adjust the units in M30-M32.

02

Display instant flow rate/positive totalizer; adjust the units in M30-M32.

03

Display instant flow rate/negative totalizer; adjust the units in M30-M32.

04

Display instant flow rate/date time.

05

Display heat flow rate/total heat quantity; adjust the units in M84, M88.

06

Display temperature input T1,T2

07

Display present battery voltage

07

Display analogue input AI3, AI4.

08

Display system error code.

09

Display daily net totalizer.

10

Set outside perimeter of pipe.

*11

Set pipe outer diameter, data range: 0-18000 mm.

totalizer
display

Initial set up
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Initial set up

*12

Set pipe wall thickness.

*13

Set pipe inner diameter.

*14

Set pipe material type.

15

Set sound velocity of pipe material.

16

Set type of liner.

17

Set the sound velocity of liner.

18

Set the thickness of liner.

19

Set pipe inner wall roughness.

*20

Choose type of fluid.

21

Set fluid sonic velocity (Only seen when M20 option is set as Other).

22

Set fluid viscosity.

*23

Choose transducer type.

*24

Choose transducer installation pattern.

*25

Display transducer installation space.

*26

Parameter permanent saving.

27

Store and read installation parameters.

28

When signal condition is poor, hold on to latest measurement value.
Set signal strength threshold when the pipe is empty. For example: inputting

29

65 means when the signal strength is lower than 65, the flow meter will
trigger the empty pipe alarm.

30

Choose metric or imperial unit.

31

Choose flow rate unit.

32

Choose totalizer unit.

33

Choosing the totalizer multipliers (Default as x 1).

34

Enable net totalizer.

35

Enable positive totalizer.

Flow unit set up
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36

Enable negative totalizer.

37

Restore factory parameters setup and reset totalizer

38

Start/stop totalizer manually.

39

Choose operating language.
Setup the LCD display method; enter 0 or 1 means regular displaying

3•

content. Enter 2-39 means automatically cycling display, display the
previous menu of 2-39, time interval is 8 seconds.

*40

Damper coefficient.

*41

Set low flow cutoff value.

42

Setup zero point.

43

Choosing set up

Clear zero point setup and manually setup zero point, restore factory default
value.

44

Set up zero point deviation manually.

45

Set meter scale factor.

46

Input Network address identification number (IDN)

47
48
49

50

Password protection, when the meter was locked with password, only
browsing menu is allowed.
Set linearization table.
Network communication simulator.

Optional setup of data print at scheduled time, choose output content at
scheduled time to print.

Scheduled data
printing

51
52

Input
and
output
setup

Set scheduled print time
Data printing control. By default data will printing to the internal
communication bus. Choose option 1 to print data to RS-485/RS-232 port.

54

Set of OCT totalizer pulse output, pulse width, range: 6mS-1000mS.

55

Choose current loop mode.

56

Mapping measurement output to loop current of 0mA or 4mA

57

Mapping measurement to output of 20mA

58

Current loop output verification.
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59
60

Display current 4-20mA output value.
Date/time setup.
Software version information and Electronic Serial Number (ESN).

61

62
63
64

Setup serial port parameter.
Communication protocol selection

By setting measurement

Set ranging for analog input AI3

range, the flow meter will
65

turn current signal into

Set ranging for analog input AI4

pressure/temperature which
66

Set ranging for analog input AI5

user need.

Setup frequency range of digital output signal. Frequency signal output
67

represents flow rate value by signal frequency value. Default: 0-1000Hz with
maximum-range: 0-9999Hz.

68

Setup lower range flow of frequency signal output.

69

Setup upper range flow of frequency signal output.

70

LCD backlit control.

71

LCD contrast ratio control.

72

Operation timer.

73
74
75
76

Setup lower limit for Alarm #1
Measurement value

Setup upper limit for Alarm #1

which is lower than
the lower limit or over

Setup lower limit for Alarm #2

the upper limit will
trigger the alarms.

Setup lower limit for Alarm #2

77

Buzzer setup options.

78

Setup Open Collector Transistor output (OCT) output.

79

Setup relay (NC) output.

80

Choose input signal for batch controller.
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81
82
83
84
85
Heat quantity
measurement

86

Daily/monthly/yearly totalizer, check the flow rate and heat quantity of the
totalizers.
Automatically flow compensation during the power off period, default
status: off.
Set heat quantity unit, 0.Gj (default) 2.Kcal 3.Kw 4.BTU (imperial unit).
Set temperature signal origin, use can choose to read temperature signal
from AI3 or AI4 from 3rd party temperature transmitter.
Select heat capacity.

87

Enable/Disable heat totalizer.

88

Set heat quantity multiplier factor.

89
8•

Diagnosis

Batch controller.

Display current temperature difference and setup temperature difference
sensitivity.
Options of installation location of heat meter (supply side or return side).

*90

Display the signal strength and signal quality.

*91

Display the transit time ratio.

92

Display the calculated fluid sound velocity.

93

Display the total transit time and the delta time.

94

Display the Reynolds number and the pipe coefficient.

95

Display positive, negative heat totalizer, start cycle display function.

1

Display the total operating time of the flow meter.

2

Display the time of last power off event.

3

Display the flow rate on last power off event.

4

Display total times of power on/off.

5

Scientific calculator.

6

Setup threshold value of fluid sound velocity (for fluid identification).

7

Net totalizer of current month.
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8
9

Net totalizer of current year.
Operating time under error condition (including power off time).

.2

Store current zero point.

.5

Setup threshold value of Q value.

.8

Max instant flow rate of this day and this month.

.9

Serial port testing window with CMM direct output.

Additional menu

5.3

Operating Parameter Saving

The KUF810 has 3 parameter storage locations: Operating data, permanent parameter data and application
parameter data.
Operating data is saved in the device RAM memory, during power interruption, data in this block may be lost
and not recoverable.
Permanent parameter data is saved internal built-in FLASH memory. For a fixed installation application, user
should use M26 menu to save the operating data into Permanent parameter data block for long time application.
User parameter data block is used to save the pipe or application profile. User can store 9 groups for commonly
used parameters as application profile by using M27 menu.

Important:
In order to keep the meter parameter configuration permanently, users must use M.26 permanent save menu
to permanently save the data into the device’s FLASH memory after the reconfiguration.

5.4

Zero Point Setup

For certain transducers have a “zero point”, user can use M42 to offset the zero point. However, M42 function
only save the zero point offset value in device’s RAM. To make this parameter permanent, ensure to use M26
menu to save the zero point into FLASH memory before power off the device, otherwise the value will be lost.

5.5

Transmitter Simulation without Transducer

User can test the device function or SCADA software by simulating the flow condition without connecting the
transducer.
When set up pipe diameter is zero, the LCD should display the instant flow velocity as 1.2345678 m/s (4.0504
ft/s), flow rate as, and display “R” status. Enter a set value in M44 can obtain changeable totalizer output.
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5.6

The Flowmeter Restore to Factory Default

To clear all set parameters to restore original factory default, only use factory provided serial or parallel port
keyboard to enter M37 menu and click <•> <◄> to perform the reset.
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Troubleshooting

KUF810 keeps improving the diagnosis function. The error messages are displayed on the upper right corner of
the menu window via identification code in a timely order. User can use M08 menu to enter the diagnosis menu
to check the error message.
Hardware self-diagnosis is performed every time when power is on. Most of errors can be detected during
normal operation. For those errors which are undetectable due to incorrect settings or improper installation
conditions, the flow meter will also prompt guideline information to help the user to quickly debug the error
and solve the problems.
KUF810 have two types of error messages: hardware errors information and measurement error information.
Hardware arised possible problems and handling need to refer to Table 1. If the issue is found during the power
up period, meter will display “*F” on the upper left corner of screen during measurement operation.
For error information about measurement, please refer to table 2.

6.1

Power-on Error Message

The KUF810 model ultrasonic flowmeter provides automatic power-on diagnosis for the hardware. If any
message (during the power on start up) in the following table displays, actions should be taken.
LCD displayed information

Causes

Actions

ROM verification Error

* ROM operation illegal / error

* Contact manufacturer.

Logger reading error

* Stored parameters are wrong

* Power on again/contact manufacturer.

System logger error

* System stored data area has error

* Power on again/contact manufacturer.

Measuring circuit hardware error

* Sub-CPU circuit errors

* Power on again/contact manufacturer.

CPU clock speed error

* System timer has errors

Date time error

* System date and time are wrong

No Display/Erratic display

No response to key pressing

* Problem with wiring of display
board

* Power on again/contact the
manufacturer.
* Reset date and time.
* Check wiring connection of display
board. This will not influence
measurement.
* Input password to unlock keyboard, or

* Keypad is locked

check wiring connections. This will not

* Bad plug connection

influence measurement.

Table 1. Hardware self-diagnosis errors and solutions after power on
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6.2

Error Code during Operation

The device will show Error Code in the lower right corner with a single letter like I, R etc. on menu window M00,
M01, M02, M03, M90 and M08. Whenever Error Code shows on the display, actions should be taken.
Code

M08 displaying

Causes

*R

System work normally

* Normal system

*J

Circuit Hardware Error

* Hardware problem

Solutions
* Contact the manufacturer
* Make sure the transducer is in well
contact with pipe surface, the silicon

*I

No Signal

* Unable to receive signal

coupler is sufficient.

* Loosing contact or not enough

* Polish the pipe surface and clean the

silicon coupler between

pipe surface. Clear paint, rust.

transducer and pipe surface.

* Check original installation parameter

* Transducers installed

settings

improperly

* Clear the scaling or change the pipe

* Scaling on inner pipe wall is too

with thick scaling, normally change to

thick.

another measurement point that has

* New changed liner

little scaling, the device can work
normally.

*H
*H

Lower signal strength

* Lower signal

received

* Causes are the same to code “I”

Poor signal quality

* Poor signal quality

received

* Include all above causes

The current of Current
Loop is Over 20mA (not
*E

influence the measurement
if not using current
output)
Frequency Output is over
the set value (not

*Q

influence the
measurement if not using
frequency output)

* Solutions are same to code “I”.
* Include all above solutions

* 4-20 mA current loop output

* Check current loop settings on M56.

overflow over 100%

or

* Improper settings for current

Confirm if the actual flow rate is too

loop output

high.

* 4-20 mA current loop output
overflow over 120%
* Improper settings for current
loop output

* Check frequency output settings
(refer to M66-M69). or confirm if the
actual flow rate is too high.
* Power on again, check the

*F

Listed in table 1

* Find problems when power on

information showed on screen, handled

and self-diagnosis

according to table 1, if not solved, contact

* Permanent hardware errors

manufacturer.
* Contact manufacturer.

*G

Adjusting Gain >S1

Instrument is in the progress of

Adjusting Gain >S2

adjusting the gain to adapt the

Adjusting Gain >S3

measurement. If it stopped at S1

Adjusting Gain >S4

or S2 or switched between S1 and
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*K

( displayed on M00, M01,

S2, this means receiving signal is

M02, M03)

too lower or bad wave form.

Empty pipe ,setup in M29

No liquid in pipe or wrong setup.

If there is liquid actually, set 0 value in
M29

Table2. Operating status errors code
Attention: The displayed codes of *Q, *E do not affect measurement, it means current loop and frequency
output have problems.
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7

Warranty and Service
7.1

Warranty

The manufacturer provides one year warranty on all products, free of charge, but the users should be responsible
for the one-way transportation fee from the customer to the factory.

7.2

Service

Manufacturer provides instrument installation for our customers, and the charge will be made according the
cost.
For any hardware failure of the instrument, we recommend our customers send back the instrument to our
factory for service. Before sending back the instrument, please try to contact the customer first to confirm the
RMA.
For other operational problems, please contact our service department by telephone, fax or email and internet.
In most cases, the problem could be solved immediately.

7.3

Software Upgrade Service

We provide free-of-charge software upgrade services. Please contact the factory for any lately developed
software.
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